
Red Alert Floor Safety Coating was developed to help reduce the number of slips and falls due to 
accidental spills. When you see a shiny clean floor, you assume it is clear of any slip hazards, how-
ever most spills are from water, which are not visible. That is why we developed a safety coating 
system that will turn the spill a reddish color to warn the public that the floor is wet and to avoid 
the area. The color changes within the first 3 to 10 seconds of the water hitting the floor, making 
it an early wet floor warning system. Red Alert Wax Coating has given you a new reason to wax 
and protect your floor and your business like never before—our solution warns people where the 
spills are, and to avoid them. After spills are cleaned up, and the floor is dry, it will go back to its 
original shiny waxed floor that everyone is accustomed to seeing. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 

1. Completely strip all old wax or floor finish using normal floor stripper. Wet vacuum all stripping formula from 
floor and rinse completely 3 to 4 times. 

2. Apply Red Alert floor safety coating in a uniform heavy coat with some overlapping. Allow 30 to 40 minutes to 
dry throughout and is dry to the touch. Apply additional coats in the same manner. The recommended coats are 
3 to 4 total coats.  

3. Our product does not need to be burnished, except if you are using our Spray Buff Cleaner. 

DIRECTIONS FOR MAINTAINING COLOR REACTION AND WARNING SYSTEM: 

Apply a small amount of water to test the floor weekly to assure that coating is still reacting and changing color. 
Approximately 4 to 6 months after first application, it may be necessary to apply additional floor coatings. If so, 
then do a light scrubbing with Red Alert Cleaner and repeat step 1-3 again. To keep your floors changing color to 
warn the public that there is a spill you must use our Red Alert Floor Cleaner. 

 

• DO NOT DILUTE, BURNISH BETWEEN COATS, OR BURNISH FOR AT LEAST 3 DAYS AFTER  

    APPLICATION.  

• DO NOT APPLY WATER TO NEW FLOOR AREA FOR AT LEAST 24 HOURS BECAUSE IT WILL 
SPOT YOUR FINISH. 

For additional information visit our website at WWW.RedAlertWax.com or call 502-396-1089 

Floor Safety Coating 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 

Obtain special instructions before use. Wear protective gloves, protective clothing, eye protection and face pro-
tection. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Do not swallow. Handle and open container with care. When using 
product do not eat, drink or smoke. Do not handle until all safety precautions have been read and understood. If 
exposed or concerned: Seek medical advice, attention. 


